Bluetooth | Internet Sharing with Palm OS or Pocket PC

• Verify that you have paired your PC with your PDA

• Configure (in the PDA software Palm OS or Pocket PC) a network connection between you PDA and your PC, following the instructions in the manual of your PDA (Palm uses a wizard to configure this connection)

• Enable the ICS (Internet Connection Sharing) in the connection that you use to connect to the internet.

• Enable Internet sharing in the service “My Network Access” of the Bluetooth device in “My Bluetooth places”, “My Device”
• Go to “Network Connections” and now, you should have “Bluetooth network” “Connected”

• You should have internet in your PDA by now, this are the icons you should be able to see in your system tray the Bluetooth network icon and the Bluetooth icon in green first and then will go white, but will still be connected.

• If you put the mouse pointer on the icon with the 2 computers showing a network connection it should say “Bluetooth Network, Speed:...... Status: Connected”

• If you can’t surf the internet from your PDA, in your PDA go to Bluetooth and connect to the Network you created when you configured the connection between your PDA and the PC in Step 2 of this manual.